teaching in pieces

a storyboard for mini-video-lectures
Fold your paper into 8 sections
How do famous modern storytellers do it?
They use a storyboard
Let's try!
Plan first.
(The tools come later).
To plan out your Mini-Video-Lecture you need:

a piece of paper, a pencil, a syllabus and an idea.
### Elaboration Details Lists Procedures

1. **Page number**
2. **Book Title**
3. **Reference**

4. Find a picture that communicates this OR describe what picture you need to communicate this

5. **Give 1 or 2 sentence reason why your #2 is important to learn**

6. **1-Sentence Statement**

7. **Give 1 or 2 sentence reason why your #2 is important to learn**

8. **1-Sentence Statement**

---

**Page number**

**Book Title**

**Reference**
What tool would you use?
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